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Warframe beginners frames

Parade biographies are an opportunity for you to tell the parade audience – including the judges – a little bit about themselves, while giving them some extra motivation to choose the winner. Pageant biographies should always emphasize the positive qualities of your personal background and attitude, highlighting
achievements that can be widely recognized as positive or beneficial. Writing a biography for the procession requires thoughtful composition, careful proofreading and thorough adjustments. Open your RESUME with a short sentence about who you are, where you're from, and when you were born. Think of the opening
line of our biography as a newspaper article; you want to hit as many of the five Ws (who, what, where, why and when) as possible. For example, Sally Anne Carothers was born in Salkehatchie, South Carolina, in 1986 and spent her entire life in Bamberg County, the daughter of a pig farmer and housewife. Moving from
the opening line to an extended explanation of your early life and how it led you to where you are at the time of the parade. For example, if you experienced abuse as a young child, you might say: Because of her years in an abusive household, Sally Anne dedicated her life to rid the world of domestic violence and child
abuse. She currently works as a volunteer at the Children's Home and the American Red Cross. Identify an important character or characters that have affected your life. These figures may be famous or not. For example, Sally Anne finds personal strength in the words of wisdom given to her by her mother, Shirley; her
pastor, Jim Thompson; and the late Mother Teresa. Include a few wise words provided by one of the above characters that influenced you. For example, Sally Anne's personal motto comes from Mother Teresa, who once said: 'Be faithful in small things because it is in them that your strength lies.' Describe how you used
your wise words to achieve what you have. For example: It is through the power and lessons of these words that Sally Anne was able to overcome adversity and become the first college graduate in her family. Complete with your plans for the future and how to potentially win the parade in which you entered will help you
achieve these plans. For example: After graduating from college, Sally Anne plans to set up a charity to help abused and neglected children in Bamberg County achieve her level of success. If she wins, she will use the notoriety gained from this contest to help develop this charity to other counties in South Carolina.
Beauty assessment can be one of the funniest and difficult jobs in the world. Whether you were a contestant at once or just an eager viewer, it is possible for become a judge of the competition. Start small. Follow the announcement of local parades in the newspapers. If you find one, call the number listed to see if they
need any judges for the parade. Almost every judge has judged a Miss Melon type pageant at some point in her career. Do what you can. If you are an employee in the fashion or beauty industry, use your knowledge to access parade directors at local competitions who might be looking for judges. Tell them about your
expertise and let them know that you are interested in judging one of their parades in the future. Use your connection. If you've been competing at some point, there's no doubt that you still have friends in business. Use your connections to ask around about assessing opportunities. You can use the Internet to connect to
websites. There are some sites that even match up with judges with a parade of directors for free. Register on this site and keep checking opportunities. Learn how to become a certified judge in your state. Some states offer a class in which you can become a certified judge. The class is usually free and you will be put on
the list of judges by the directors of state and local competitions. The best way to learn about these classes is to call the local parade of directors. Once you have assessed several local parades, you are more likely to land jobs on larger state parades. 27, November 2012 Everything you do in the parade is about
communication, including and especially your parade paperwork. The very first place where you start that communication process occurs long before you even set foot in the interrogation room or on stage. In fact, you're starting to communicate with your paperwork. Unfortunately, most contestants, especially those who
are newer to the world of beauty, tend to minimize the importance of their pageant paperwork. That's why we've created this comprehensive guide on how to use your parade paperwork to convey your best self to your best self to your judges. Click on the links below to navigate this guide: Page Paperwork Tips Parade
Resume Templates Parade Paperwork Contestants Examples Sample Interesting Facts and Bio for Pageant Resume Achievements on the list for page paperwork Hobbies on the list for parade paperwork If you're reading this course, you're probably preparing for the parade. It could be your first competition. If this is the
case, we also recommend reading How to prepare for the parade (Step by Step) and top 25 questions posed by the judges (in each parade)! Parade Paperwork Tips Your main goal is to create a resume parade that provides judges with all the necessary information to allow them to see you as a potential title holder. You
may be wondering what exactly you should cover in our résumé. You don't know exactly what the judges are looking for or what they're looking for. know about you. All this uncertainty about what the judges want, changing with thoughts of self-doubt, can rob a contestant of her trust. Needless to say, this is not a good
way to start your competitive journey. You want to know how the judges score? Click here. Well, sweet parade girl, that's why you come to us at times like this. We know you're intimidated and confused. At the end of this guide, you will process paperwork for having a dazzling resume. As we go forward, we should
mention that we will use the terms paperwork and continue interchangeably throughout the article. Let's dive in. What should go in my paperwork parade? 1. Follow the instructions Before you start filling out parade paperwork or creating your Resume, you need to read your contestant's manuals and other instructional
information that your parade director has given to you. The manual is not keep-sake! It's a how-to manual that was created to help you prepare for the parade. Every competition has a guide for contestants, and you should know it from start to finish. The director usually anticipated every question you might ask them and
dealt with it in the contestants' manual. In addition to knowing your manual, you should also read all the instructions and details of your contest that are listed on the parade website. When you are going to fill out or create your parade documents, you should thoroughly read all the instructions that your director has
already given. If you have any questions at all or are confused by anything, you need to have time to talk to the director so you are quite clear about what to do. Directors want every aspect of their competition to go smoothly, and they know that every year they will have brand new contestants who may not know what to
do. With that in mind, you should never feel embarrassed about asking questions or getting points clarified. If you don't read the instructions thoroughly, or if you make a lot of mistakes on paperwork because you haven't gotten an explanation, you'll end up wasting your time and will have to do it again. Even worse, your
mistakes may come back to haunt you in the interrogation room later. Oops! Do you want to start preparing for the interview? Take a look at our How to Succeed course in the Interview parade to get started! 2. Observance of deadlines One of the most important characteristics of the title holder is respect for others.
Compliance with deadlines is one of those areas where everyone monitors whether a contestant has what is needed. There's nothing worse than a contestant who doesn't respect their pageant director and is always late for their paperwork. If you are one of those people who do not pay attention to deadlines, or you
always ask your director for submit your stuff late, then you will have a reputation as someone who is disrespectful. Understand that as a title holder, you will work together with your competition director in a partner role. The director constantly deals with endless details to create a successful competition, and one of the
most important details he has to deal with are deadlines. There is a reason why your procession of paperwork is due on the day selected. The director most likely chose that particular date because there are other terms, such as program book publishing terms, that are the driving force behind it. So, be aware of the dates
and deadlines that all paperwork, headshots, contracts and all other parade related documents are due and always on time! 3. Provide up-to-date information One of the mistakes that some contestants make is that they give old or irrelevant information about their procession continuing. They usually do this because they
feel they don't have enough interesting information, or because they're new, they're either not sure what to include or they just don't have a lot of relevant information about the parade in the list. It is important that all the information that you include on all your paperwork, but especially your bio that you use for the
interview has up-to-date, up-to-date information. Remember, you don't have to list every thing on your bio that has happened to you in your life. Just provide information that is relevant to your platform, service work, parade brand and your own personal brand. More on that later. This is especially true if you are a person
who enters different processions from different parade systems. You have to remember that each system has different brand values, goals and strategies, and if you are going to compete in a number of competitions, then you will need to update your paperwork to be tailored specifically for each one. Parade resumes are
not one-size-fits-all, so it will be very important for you to update your Resume every time you compete in the new system. One way to keep your resume up to date is to create a parade diary that documents your community service and experience throughout the year, or you can also just keep an ongoing list of your
performances and volunteer commitments in your calendar. In this way, you have a systematic method to keep all contacts organized and track everything you do so you can easily update your Resume when you need to. Miss Oregon USA 2020 Catherine Villegas. Photo: @katerinavillegas What should not be in my
papers? 1. Anything that is not true This is easily the most problematic area for all contestants, no matter how long they have been competitive. Part of the problem is that it's human nature to want to be popular and to want other people to think very highly of us. This tendency with the uncertainty that we often feel during
the competition and our intense desire to win often can tempt you into dishonesty on paperwork. Knowing that this is a very normal and expected problem to have, you should feel better and give you hope. It becomes the best of us, so don't beat yourself if you've done it before or if you're tempted to do it now. The
bottom line is: telling lies or even just embellishing the truth a little bit on paperwork is never a good idea, period. Even if you don't catch it, you'll know it lied and spend precious brains too scared about being caught rather than acing your conversation. It's just never worth lying to or even embellishing the truth on your
paperwork! The price you will have to pay is too great. Our goal at Pageant Planet is to positively encourage you to the point that you will no longer feel the need to lie about your achievements or anything else for that matter. Remember, the reason you feel the need to lie is because you think you're not enough for a
reason. But you have to learn to respect yourself and be your best cheerleader. Jurors don't expect you to be the perfect person. They want you to be a real person. If you are someone who is tempted to lie or decorate, part of your parade journey may be that you have to learn how to be honest and authentic in a room
conversation. When you learn how to take this risk and be exactly what you are, you will find that people will love it because you are also allowing them to do the same! Do you want to start preparing for the interview? Take a look at our How to Succeed course in the Interview parade to get started! 2. Be aware of TMI Are
you tempted to tell too much truth about yourself? You may have a problem sharing too much information sharing (TMI). We're not saying you shouldn't be honest and share your heart. In fact, honesty helps people to connect more with each other. What we're talking about here is sharing too much personal information
about your paperwork that the judges will use for your interview. You are in danger of TMI when the information is either not relevant for a stranger to know about you or is frankly just unsuitable for the situation. You need to disclose enough personal information and facts about yourself for the judge to make this
assessment. However, this is not the time to share details about your private life. Anything that is not considered appropriate in the workplace should not be in your papers. You want to know how the judges score? Click here. There must be a purpose for everything you put on your resume, so go ahead and ask yourself
if a piece of information needs to be there. If you are not sure, ask the competition coach or submit the paperwork for inspection one of our parade memberships.  3. Do not be unprofessional It is a little easier to understand, because the instructions for a professional are very straightforward.  Enter everything you submit,
if possible. It looks cleaner and more organized. Obviously, if your director has sent or handed you a pageant app, you will need to manually write down your information. If you have to write something, do so legibly. If your judges can't read your handwriting, how will they know what to ask during the interview? Want to
know how to rock your conversation? Start with How to Succeed in the Interview Parade! Proofread. Type in the normal style of the sentence using the correct grammar and spelling. Do not earn things that should not be capitalized. Proofread your paperwork and have someone else proofread as well. If you're going for
all the trouble of creating a fantastic resume, but it's full of bugs, you've wasted your time. Write in blue or black ink. Use the Times New Roman or Arial font. No crazy stationary patterns or colors. Disappointing, we know. Don't shorten. Never assume that anyone will know what a shortcut means. Your judges shouldn't
ask what the acronym means, because you're waswashing the time for an interview to explain it. Answer all the questions. When you leave it blank, the person reading your document has no idea if you don't have an answer or if you simply missed the question. Give some answer and if something does not apply to you,
then just say that it does not apply. Eventually, think about your parade resume will be presented to the jury. You should be aware that parade directors will often create a binder containing a copy of each contestant's resume for each judge's parade. If your director does, your paperwork will go under a three-hole punch.
If this happens, you may lose some content from your paperwork. If you don't fill out the form you set up, avoid this problem with at least one inch edge.  What tips will make my paperwork procession stand out? 1. Be yourself Sometimes the harsh reality of seeing yourself on paper in black and white can make us feel a
little insecure. Maybe our previous achievements don't seem to be as special as they were, or we wonder if all of our quirky qualities and interests fit the form of what a winner looks like. Girls who win competitions have every imaginable type of personality you can think of. Each queen is different and has different
qualities and preferences that are all her own. Want to know what three qualities all winners have in common? Click here. What we want you to know more than anything about this journey you're on is that you have to learn to appreciate so much that you won't be tempted to leave who you are. Please do not be afraid to
stand out, be and be unique. As for the description of yourself; your qualities, talents, experience and your beliefs, there are no wrong answers. Do not fall into the trap of trying to fit into what a parade girl should be. Let's challenge the notion right now that there is some magical formula that involves you becoming
someone you are not. Because we're here to tell you that if you try to be someone else, you always lose. You're imitating someone else's paperwork personality or style, but when you walk in the door, it won't be true. We have seen this mistake many, many times and it is heartbreaking to witness. Look at it this way: if
you can't love and treasure all your unique qualities and skills, why in the world would you ever think that a group of judges would?  Need help to tell the jurors why you're the best for the job? See how to answer Why should you win this parade? develop their response. 2. Be original Don't be a carbon copy. Judges often
see the same things mentioned over and over on parade paperwork. For example, if your pageant wants you to list the people you most admire, please don't write to your mother! At least ten other contestants will put their mom there. Think deeper than that. Who are you connecting with? Who inspired you or profoundly
changed your life? There are literally thousands of potential women to choose from, so make sure you choose someone who is original. And make sure you have an answer ready for the judge if they ask you why you chose this particular person. Remember, judges are looking for things that stand out about you. If you
put down exactly the same things that the other 25 or 50 contestants put down, you probably won't stand out as the front runner. You want to know how the judges score? Click here. Just to add clarity, here's the full podcast on how to stand out from your paperwork: 3. Proofreading paperwork the right way It's shocking
how many contestants never proofread their paperwork! Speaking of proofreading, we're not just saying read your papers in one time. In fact, there are a few tips we want you to follow to verify your Resume: If your paperwork is online or in electronic format, always print your papers and check it that way. It's incredibly
easy to miss spelling mistakes and other mistakes if you're reading on your computer screen.  Let a few people read your papers. It also means that if someone, like a coach or your mom, helped you, you need to have a third person who also read it. Ideally, if you can get someone who is completely objective to look at
your resume, that would be great. A person who is a fresh pair of eyes is more likely to see all the bugs that you missed. Now is a good time to remind you that the beauty pageant coach suitable for reviewing the procession of paperwork. We recommend finding a parade coach through the parade coach directory or
using one of the Planet Parade coaches through the Parade Prep Program. Parade Resume Templates You must always keep in mind that every piece of your paperwork will introduce you to the judges before you even see your real face or meet you in person. Therefore, your paperwork must be able to represent
accurately and essentially speak for you before you ever open your mouth. In this section, we'll give you some examples of a pageant resume using templates that let you organize your personal information so that judges can understand you, your parade app, and your platform in the most positive light. But before we do
that, we need to spend some time discussing the right thinking that you should have when you're filling out all your paperwork. In order to create a strong resume that will give the judges a favorable picture of you, you need to adopt a certain attitude or thinking. When preparing to organize and then write your parade
resume, you should always keep in mind two key ideas as you go forward; Pageant Branding and parade interview. These concepts are the prevailing themes or ideas that connect every piece of your paperwork. When you understand how these concepts work, you will be able to tell the whole story about you. Do you
want to start preparing for the interview? Take a look at our How to Succeed course in the Interview parade to get started! Pageant Branding Term, branding or branding gets tossed around a lot in today's social jargon, and there's no doubt that you've heard the terms many times. But do you really have any idea what
they mean, especially when it comes to your parade goals?  In response to this question, most people would say that branding is something that big companies and billions of dollars corporations do, and that it has a lot to do with logos and ads and helps them be financially successful. Although that answer isn't bad, it's
missing the most important elements of what brands are all about. There may be countless aspects of the concept of branding, especially when it comes to business, but the most basic definition is that branding is simply what people think about when they think about something. That's it! When it comes to the
competition world, and more importantly for you as a contestant, what you know about the brand is extremely important to your success. Each competition system on the planet has its own brand and it is important to know and understand what this brand is about. When you think about your parade system, what do you
think about it? Remember our simple definition that branding is what people think about when they think about something. The parade sign is about are at the heart of their organisation. What does he value? What's important to them? What are their specific immediate and final goals? What qualities, skills and qualities
are attracted, especially when it comes to people? If you look at the contestants who are doing well in your competition, what are these people? Does he talk a lot about education, community service or promoting a particular initiative? Do they place great emphasis on fashion, beauty or personal expression? Are they
dazzlingly exciting, over the top and sensational in the way they present themselves?  Or is the atmosphere more low-key, serious and down to earth?  If you take some time to study the parade that you're competing in, as well as the entire parade system that the parade is part of, you start to put together all those
elements that make up their brand. The reason that understanding parade brands is so essential to your success is because you need to know that you are the type of person you are looking for and that they are the kind of parade that you want to be associated with. If you want to win a crown in the system in which you
compete, then you need to prove that you are as interested in the things that the parade does. You need to show the judges that you have the skills, qualities and ambition to run your marketing campaigns and attract potential contestants and sponsors. You basically have to embrace and identify with everything your



parade means, because your job is to be a salesperson for everyone you value and support. Therefore, on a practical level when it comes to your parade paperwork, understanding your competition brands will let you know what personal information to focus on and what to leave away. Most importantly, if you look at your
CV in the context of a brand contest, you will be better able to customize your personal information so that it stands out from all the other contestants. If the parade sign is new to you, you may be entering the first parade. If this is the case, we recommend reading the 101 Pageant Tips (for first time contestants)! Mrs.
New Hampshire America 2019 Rebecca Whittle rocks her interview. Photo: Rhonda Gilliam Parade Interview Another important aspect of your parade resume is that it will pave the way for your parade interview, so be strategic and plan to have a positive conversation ahead of time. Remember that judges are looking for
a leader and they are going to use your bio as the main source for interview questions in an effort to find that leader... Give them what they're looking for! Your pageant resume is where you are going to pull all your potential questions out, so you want to not only give them an item that makes for a good conversation, but
also want to lead them in a direction that I wish them to go. It's kind of like dropping breadcrumbs for them to follow, so they'll be more likely to ask you the questions you want to be asked.  Do you want to prepare for any questions for the interview? Check out the Top 25 Pageant Interview Questions asked by judges (in
each parade)! When organizing your personal information, you want to be strategic about how you do it. There are some very useful techniques that you can use when creating a resume to help you have a better parade conversation. Choose 3 topics or key areas of interest that you want the judges to ask you, and then
craft your information in such a way that they will be biased enough to ask you questions about these areas. These three areas can be anything at all. They just have to be the things that you think show that you are the perfect person for the job. This technique works very well if your personal interests and experiences
are tied to some of the main goals or values of the parade.  Then you identify three key areas of interest and then your RESUME all about these topics. When you break down irresistible cubes of information like this, it makes it so easy for judges to find things to ask you during an interview. And the good news for you is
that you will be able to light up the room talking about your passion, personal investment and the difference you have already made all on your own! When the paperwork is complete, review the entire document to see if you can pull questions from the information you wrote.  After all, that's exactly what those judges are
going to do, so why not anticipate that and do it yourself? You may find that there is information that you have provided that needs to be changed or updated. You may find that you have included information that you don't want to include, and you can remove it. After you've done this exercise, why not put your resume on
a few other people and let them read and also come up with a list of questions. You can have people who know you well, and you can also ask those who don't know you very well, which is actually even more useful.   Study. It's imperative that you know everything on that piece of paper. That's why you need to update
your paperwork for each individual parade you're competing in, and then proofread it thoroughly. The most embarrassing thing that can happen is that the judge asks you something about your resume and you don't know what he's talking about! If your thinking is right when you create your resume it would never happen.
Remember that your resume is one of the most powerful tools you have in your parade arsenal, so take the time to invest in it and it will serve you well. Want more information about the parade Start with How to Succeed in the Interview Parade! Parade Paperwork Contestants Examples Ideal parade paperwork is one in
which judges can get a real sense of who you are before you even walk into a room. Everything you include in your paperwork should go with your personality and style, so when you show up for an interview, everything comes together. To get a solid understanding of what it looks like, we've included a real life parade of
facts for you. In the example above, the paperwork tells you a few things right away: She's funny. It is athletic and/or active. She's optimistic.  She values strong female role models. She likes to travel. You know a lot about her before you take a night out with the contestant. When she walks into the interrogation room,
you'll probably have a few questions that come to mind just from her paperwork. What's her go-to roll out song? Tell me the story behind your best friends' wedding ceremony. What is your favorite place you have explored?  You know what's totally crazy? By perfecting her papers, this contestant checked the interview
before she got into the room! Jurors will be dying to ask so many questions about her paperwork that they won't have time for hard questions. That means he already knows all the answers to the questions that are coming. Hello, winning interview. Oh, if you want more interview tips, see how to succeed in the Interview
parade. So right now, when you're working on paperwork on the parade, try this technique. Make a list of three or five things the judges are supposed to know about you. There could be specific achievements or personality traits that you like about yourself. Then create answers that match what you want to convey to the
judges. For example, in our sample paperwork, we know that our contestant is active/athletic. To tell the jurors, she also included skiing, hiking, white water rafting and beach volleyball. She further emphasizes this point of tying the best advice she has ever received to taking care of herself physically.  Now it's totu's turn.
Try this method on paperwork. If you need help filling out paperwork, you can always find a parade coach through the parade coach directory or connect with one of the Planet Parade coaches through pageant prep. Sample interesting facts and Bio for Parade Resume Along with our ideal example from above, we
wanted to include some sample errors and how to fix them. We have included both a sample answer to the question and a sample list of achievements. Both involve the same problem: they are too long. The contestant's information is lost in a sea of content. Even the most ausist judges will start collecting if the answers
are too long.  You want to know how the judges score? Click here. Click on each of the below to view the entire document. As you can see, it's so easy for judges to cover up the achievements and stories you're particularly proud of when you include a lot of content. Which means you won't be able to talk about the things
you care about the most during the interview. You're less likely to control the conversation because there's so much content the judges could ask you about. Want to practice questions that aren't just in case on your RESUME? We have prepared 25 questions asked by the judges (in each competition) just for you!
Simplify your paperwork as much as possible when filling out paperwork. Include only stand out things about yourself. Also, don't include every detail of the story in your answers. To be able to explain and expand your answers in the interrogation room. If you want more information on how to succeed in the parade
interview, start here. Do you want someone to look at your papers before you submit them? You can always find a parade coach through the parade coach directory or connect with one of the Parade Planet coaches through the Parade Program Prep. Miss South Dakota 2019 Amber Hulse. Photo: Amber Hulse
Instagram What should I include in my interesting facts? Some contestants get confused about this particular part of their resume because they don't quite understand what they have to include. When you stop and think about it, everything on your parade paperwork should qualify as interesting facts, so when you're
going to create that part of your resume, you're really not doing anything other than you've already done so far. Reality is simply a thing that is known to be consistent with objective reality and can be proven to be true with evidence. So that means everything you write down is true and can be proven. The only other thing
you need to do is make sure your facts are interesting. But how do I know what's going to be interesting for the judge? We found that there are 4 points that always make the facts interesting for everyone, but especially for the judges in the situation of the interview procession. You want to know how the judges score
you? Start With How Do Judges Score Pageants? 1. Have a purpose and plan your facts will be of interest to the judge when they are interesting to you personally. Don't make the mistake of making many contestants think it's a throw away workout. The Interesting Facts section isn't just to fill the page space. This
section is full of powerful information that is part of your interview arsenal. Always remember that there must be a reason for any information you write on your paperwork procession as it may be asked for during an interview. When choosing facts, make sure that you can tell a story about them or is an example of your
character trait. 2. Do not make a face, When you select interesting facts, you want to choose items that you can relate back to something positive. If a judge decides to ask you one of your interesting facts, don't just nod your head and say it's true. They have an interesting story ready to accompany this interesting fact. 
3. Choose facts that highlight you as a winner The third way to make sure your facts are interesting to the judges is to show yourself in a positive light. If at all possible, select facts that will also serve as examples of personal qualities or skills that show judges that you are a good choice as a holder. This would be facts
that illustrate that you are comfortable talking to large groups of people, that you are easy to go to, or that you are patient or resilient in a certain way. One way to do this is to draw a line down at the center of the piece of paper and a list of interesting facts on one side of the paper, and on the other hand write down all the
corresponding skills, qualities or personal features that stand out for each of them. Let's say, for example, that you performed in a summer production of Shakespearean plays during college. There are so many skills and qualities that you could pull out of this one example. You could talk about how much you liked the
challenge of mastering a difficult dialogue while still having to project loud and clear into an open-air park full of people. Or you can discuss how professional and resilient you were because you had to perform in freezing weather. You could even talk about your skills in raising funds for non-profit theater, or how you have
improved your marketing or public relations experience by supporting the show in other professional groups. The point is that every interesting fact about you is rich in options that can showcase everything you can offer the parade if you have been selected as the winner. Do you know what makes someone the winner of
the competition? Check out the 3 qualities you need to win the parade. Miss Preteen International contestants before their interview. Photo: International Parades 4. Choose the facts that make you memorable The ultimate way to ensure that your facts are interesting is to make them memorable, so just access this list in
the same way that you are approaching a list of hobbies or personal interests. If you remember, we recommend you choose things that were memorable and authentic, and the best way to do this is by being uniquely alone.  Interesting facts on the procession resume, almost always fall into one of three categories;
unique/unusual, funny/quirky or remarkable/extraordinary. When you are trying to come up with your list of interesting facts, it can be very useful to try to categorize them in these respects. This will help you come up with relatable stories that are full of fascinating and exciting may not be something groundbreaking, just
unique and easy for you to talk about. A fun or unpredictable fact is one that is usually something self depreating, and it requires you to be taken too seriously. By revealing this kind of reality, it means that you are willing to be vulnerable and laugh at yourself, which is a stellar feature for title holders. A good example of
this would be either something you do that's comical or something that happened to you, like when you woke up late for class and later found out that your blouse was inside out all the time. The fun fact that makes judges smile or laugh is always a lot of fun for you and the judge to talk about because it usually breaks the
ice or injects a lot of humor into your conversation, which judges appreciate as much as you do, believe it or not. And if you manage to get the judges to laugh or bring a bright spot to their very long and boring day, then surely you will remember! A remarkable or extraordinary fact is the unique success or success you
have experienced, and more than likely it will be something that already stands out in your life. It can be something that is tragic or wonderful, or even not all that dramatic at all. For example, it could be something big, such as the fact that you underwent surgery as a young child to fix a heart valve problem. Or it could be
a straightforward success, like the fact that you won the county spelling bee three years in a row. The only thing we're warning you here is just to state the facts that you can and want to discuss with a stranger. If something has happened to you that is painful, even if you are proud of how far you have come, don't shout it
out if you cry every time you talk about it. You need to find facts that do not cause any discomfort to discuss or that are emotionally neutral. You just want to list things that you can use and that show you off in the best possible light. If you have a major setback you'd like to share, listen to this podcast on how to turn this
obstacle into a story: We encourage you to start off on a list of interesting facts by pulling out a piece of paper and pen or opening a blank Word document on your computer and pretty old-fashioned brainstorming. When you create your procession of paperwork, you need to get comfortable with the brainstorming
process, which is why we use this technique so often. Brainstorming is a very powerful tool in writing a resume parade because it opens up your creativity and helps create all sorts of wonderful options without risking your mind judging or criticizing your answers before you have the opportunity to explore them. If you
follow these instructions, you are sure to not only come up with a fascinating list of facts about but your trust will be unshakeable during your conversation. Most importantly, your list will be so original and attention grabbing that it doesn't matter how big your contest is, because you will be the girl who stands out!  Are you
preparing for your first competition? You may want to check out the 101 Pageant Tips (for first time contestants). Achievements on the list for parade paperwork When it comes to listing your personal achievements on your parade paperwork, it's very easy to get tripped up by thinking that you have to impress the judge.
This is quite common, because many contestants feel as if they have achieved nothing useful or remarkable - especially new contestants. Maybe this is exactly what you're feeling right now. We get it!  So, before we discuss how to go about listing your achievements on a parade resume, let's expand our definition of what
success really is. A lot of people get confused because they think that achievements have to be specific things like the awards or ribbon that I won. When, in fact, success is some significant achievement, and can actually be something you have given, not just received. It is also important that you understand that your
achievements are significant, not because they are worth it to someone else, but because they are useful to you. The main point that we want to get through you as a contestant is that you have to get this idea out of your head that you have to impress the judges and if you don't want that you just turn you in for a more
accomplished candidate. That's just not true! The judges don't ask you to impress them. They want to meet you. The most impressive thing you can do is know yourself and then tell the truth about who you are as a person. All the things that make up who you are; your interests, your goals, your dreams, your passions...
all these things are much more interesting than trophies and ribbons that you may or may not have earned. It's really quite an easy process, so try not to think or complicate it. Miss Virginia Collegiate America 2020 Corrine Hilton is working on her business. Photo: @missvacollegiate create a list of achievements for your
resume pageant Get a piece of paper and something to write or pull a blank document on your computer. You're going to do brainstorming. Please don't edit yourself as you think. At the moment, there are no right or wrong answers. Creating a success list for your resume pageant is the same exact procedure that you
would take if you came up with a list of achievements for your resume job. All you have to do is start thinking about all the different activities that you have been involved in over the last few years. They even have to be associated with the cool or your platform.  When you focus on your potential achievements, instead of
thinking about things like awards or trophies, think instead of the actions you've taken. Step back and look at all the different parts of your life in terms of activity. The key is not to view achievements as items you've earned, but rather things you've done, given or contributed in some way. If you're in trouble, you might
want to start by asking yourself questions like: What have you done?  Where have you been?  What were you involved in?  What did you learn?  How did you contribute? Then follow the verbs. That's very important. We often think successes are nouns, but they're not. They're verbs! Here's a list of possible verbs that
you can use when coming up with potential achievements: Developed Led/Lead attended donated by a volunteer hosted/Co-hosted Guest Speaker organized model/spokes model edited by Fundraised Donated Created/Made Advocated for documented Assisted Made Made Accepted Campaign adopted enlisted
initiated these words should help you hone in on those life experiences that excel the most. Then, once you've come up with as many examples as you can, you want to scale the list down just the key areas you want to focus on in your parade interview if you have the opportunity to discuss them. Try to limit your list of
achievements to 10 to 15 items, because even the most specialized parade judge will begin to obscure a list that is too long. Try to highlight your most impressive and interesting achievements and summarize the rest. Don't worry that your 10 to 15 excellent items will fade compared to the list of 50 so-so items. The judge
probably won't even remember most of them until they get to the bottom of the list. Another important reason to limit your achievements to a brief few is that the judge gets a much clearer sense of your passions and your mission if you are not impressed by the examples. If you have several examples that have a similar
theme, like a few different examples about volunteering, simply combine them into one area of success. You can transfer specific details of these examples during an interview if a judge asks you about them or if you find a way to include them in the conversation. As you are compiling a list of achievements, you are also
trying to focus on the things that make you stand out as a potential title holder. There are definitely some experiences and things that you have achieved that translate directly into the responsibilities that you should have if you were to win the parade. Think about these responsibilities and how they might build on your
own experiences as you make up your list. Finally, always keep in mind you want to cover in your interview, as we have already discussed in this guide. Remember, it's your job to have a conversation, and it's your responsibility to find a way to cover the topics you want to explore with judges.  You want to know how the
judges score you? Start With How Do Judges Score Pageants? Hobbies to the list for parade paperwork Comes with a list of hobbies or personal interests is usually one of the simpler parts of creating parade paperwork. After all, you know what you enjoy doing in your spare time. Most of your interests are pretty dry and
dry, so it's not that complicated. The main point you want to keep in mind as you are compiling a list of hobbies is to be memorable and authentic. In a group of 25, 50 or 100 competitors, you need to find a way to stand out. Be very aware of the list of common hobbies that other contestants can put down on their bios.
The judges of the competition see an incredible number of repetitions. Instead of just listing volunteering as a hobby, step back and look at all your interests. Focus on those that you are really passionate about and that really define you. State something significant and detailed about your hobby to impress the judges.
List only those hobbies that you would like to discuss in your interview. It is not necessary to list every hobby you have explored in your life. A shorter list of five big hobbies is much stronger and more effective than the list of 20 you're half interested in.  Royal International Miss Copperstate 2020 Samantha Teeter sewing
masks. Photo: @rim_miss_copperstate Although listing your hobbies is often one of the easiest parts of your RESUME, we want to warn you about potential problems that arise from time to time. Most often, contestants ask if what they want to do is right for the potential holder. Some people may get very distracted by
their own perception of what they think judges are looking for, instead of just being true to themselves and being truly who they are. It also sometimes happens to people who are unconventional or who have developed unique or unusual interests. One parade coach tells a very interesting story about helping a parade
client with her hobbies list where exactly this happened. The trainer asked the client to make a rough draft of her bio, and when she read it she noticed that the contestant had put a line through one of her hobbies. The opponent's hobby was to create peep dioramas and photograph them. When the competition coach
asked the contestant why she scratched him out, the girl said she was embarrassed and that she thought he looked like a weirdo. The trainer laughed and told the girl that she thought it was one of the most fascinating hobbies she had ever seen on bio and that if she were a judge, one fact would help her remember this
girl throughout the procession. That's exactly the kind of reaction you want from a judge. If you're trying to stand out from a sea of other attractive and talented contestants, why wouldn't you want the judges to remember you for your unique or unusual hobby? Want more information on how to stand out in an interview?
See how to succeed in the Interview parade! When you have a unique hobby or interest, it works in your favor, because it immediately encourages judges to connect this hobby with you. Even if they don't ask you about it during the interview, if you make a positive impression on them, they will remember you for the rest
of the parade. And since the interview is most often the first stage of the competition, going forward, when you are on stage during a swimsuit, talent or evening dress, these judges will look for a peep girl or bow hunting girl or whatever hobby girl you are! Miss Nevada USA 2020 Victoria Olono is about to ski. Photo:
@missnvusa In addition to the fact that your hobbies and personal interests are what make you unforgettable, they are also things that make you real. So often contestants are taken too seriously. You should take your preparation for the parade and your skills seriously, but you should not get caught up in looking a
certain way or try to be perfect. Feel free to show your sense of humor and show the judges that you are a relatable person on the ground. If you're goofy, then be goofy. If you're a nerd, then be a nerd. The worst thing you can do during the procession is to abandon your true nature. We urge you to remain honest
throughout this process, and that includes honoring your true self. Please don't let yourself fall victim to a trap where you're trying to be something you're not. We have seen this phenomenon over and over again, and what we have learned is that the person who wins the parade is the person who is the winner in his own
mind, whether he comes away with the crown or not. Parade Paperwork Conclusion There you have it, everything you need to know about parade paperwork. Now you should have all the tools you need to create a victory parade resume. It's time to put them into action and start on your papwerwork! Oh, and we feel like
if you're reading this guide, you might just be competing in the parade. If that's the case, here's a list of recommended completely and completely free resources to help you bring home that crown: Now it's time to go chase that dream! Dream!
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